Brain, Mind and Behaviour describes new discoveries concerning the relationship between brain-function and individual differences in human personality and intelligence. These new findings along with related theoretical developments provide new insights concerning the greatest mystery of all: human nature and the human mind.
The book will be of great interest to those who wish to know more about human nature, especially psychologists and those concerned with the psychological significance of neuroscience. It is an essential reading for undergraduate and postgraduate psychology students with a main interest in personality and individual differences and for those psychologists who are professionally concerned with mental health, education, human resource management and areas where knowledge of personality and individual differences is of primary and fundamental importance. 
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Any theory which omits reference to the mind is clearly inadequate when considering the human brain or human behaviour. However, it must also be acknowledged that the study of mind does involve some special difficulties precisely because subjective phenomena cannot be ignored. These difficulties are greatly exacerbated since those who study brain and behaviour are inevitably influenced and constrained by concepts that have been adopted in the domain of the more elementary but better established physical sciences.
Stemming back to experimental psychology roots, it touches upon the issue of how science should accumulate knowledge through the application of objective procedures to ensure that one investigator can always replicate the work of another, and hopefully obtain similar results. However conceptually tied to this is the emphasis on the use of objective procedures which is only linked to material objects and is distinct from mental concepts, ideas or beliefs; and that this is the only objective which is real and one which exists -and that true knowledge is something distinct from the sensations and emotions that people actually experience. The chapter goes onto explore Locke's claims on the distinction between subjectivity and objectivity.
For the first time, it has been possible to map out in a clear and unambiguous manner the neurological determinants of the major dimensions of personality and to show, after more than two millennia, the validity of the ancient fourfold classification of temperaments. There is support for a definition of intelligence in terms of 'the availability of information' and it has been possible to specify in precise terms just how the more fundamental neurological differences can influence different neurological processes meditating the acquisition, retention and utilization of information. It has also been possible to demonstrate how intelligence differences relate to personality or temperament differences and in this way to achieve the first integrated, detailed and comprehensive explanation of the relations between brain, mind and behaviour.
To provide the reader with an adequate historical context for the new discoveries discussed in this book, and to show how these new discoveries refine and extend the foundation concepts developed by Pavlov and Eysenck, Chapter two gives consideration to Pavlov's study of brain-behaviour relationships, and to his ideas concerning the causation of temperament differences.
Chapter three reintroduces Pavlov's conflicting findings concerning the 'balance of excitation and inhibition' and how they are reconciled and partly explained in terms Brain, Mind and Behaviour: A New Perspective on Human Nature is an informative and thoroughly researched book which the author suggests is useful for those who maybe practice psychology both in an occupational and an academic setting. I believe that this is a book for anyone who is interested in the fundamentals of brain, mind and behaviour and especially in how newer discoveries have led to either accepting or rejecting previous classic work in experimental psychology. I would recommend this book to third year undergraduate students who are interested in this area and wish to go further afield.
